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Preface 
 
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG) was established by 
the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-296) by amendment to the Inspector General 
Act of 1978.  This is one of a series of audit, inspection, and special reports prepared by our office as 
part of our DHS oversight responsibility to promote economy, effectiveness, and efficiency within 
the department. 
 
This report addresses our assessment of the adequacy of information security controls implemented 
on the United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT) Program.  It is 
based on direct observations, security vulnerability assessments, an analysis of applicable security 
documents, a review of physical security controls, and interviews with employees and officials in the 
US-VISIT Program Office, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE).  This report also includes an evaluation of US-VISIT systems against 
the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) requirements. 
 
The recommendations herein have been developed to the best knowledge available to our office, and 
have been discussed in draft with those responsible for implementation.  It is our hope that this 
report will result in more effective, efficient, and economical operations.  We express our 
appreciation to all of those who contributed to the preparation of this report. 
 
 

                                                               
 

Richard L. Skinner 
Inspector General 
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Executive Summary 
 

We audited the information security controls of the three major 
systems that make up the “backbone” and current framework of the 
US-VISIT Program:  Arrival and Departure Information System 
(ADIS), Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT), and 
Treasury Enforcement Communication System (TECS).  In 
addition, we determined whether these systems comply with 
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
requirements. 
 
Our audit objective was to determine whether adequate system 
security controls have been implemented on US-VISIT systems to 
protect sensitive and biometric data from unauthorized access, use, 
disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction.  Our 
assessment of the adequacy of information security controls on 
US-VISIT systems is based on direct observations; vulnerability 
and wireless system security scans; an analysis of applicable 
security documents; a review of physical security controls at the 
data centers in Newington, VA, Rockville, MD, and six other audit 
site locations; and interviews with employees and officials in the 
US-VISIT Program Office, CBP, and ICE. 
 
Overall, information security controls, including physical access 
controls, have been implemented and provide an effective level of 
security on the systems, which comprise the backbone of  
US-VISIT.  However, vulnerabilities exist relative to ----- -- --------  
-------------- --------- ------------- ----------------------------- ----------  
-------- ---------- too.  These security related issues could 
compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
sensitive US-VISIT data if they are not remediated. 
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In addition, we identified that neither memorandums of 
understanding (MOU)1 nor interconnection security agreements 
(ISA)2 have been established between CBP and ICE, or with the 
US-VISIT Program Office, to govern the connection of the 
systems owned by these organizations.  Also, weaknesses are 
present within the MOUs created to manage the business 
requirements for non-DHS systems connected to US-VISIT.  
Furthermore, ISAs between CBP for TECS, one of the key  
US-VISIT backbone systems, and non-DHS organizations have 
expired.  Because MOUs and ISAs have not been developed, do 
not specify the security safeguards that should be in place for 
systems that will be interconnected, or have expired, US-VISIT 
systems may be vulnerable to ------- ------------------------------------  
------------------------ ------------ -------------------- --------- - ---------- 
--------------------  
 
Further, the security management of the US-VISIT Program needs 
strengthening.  Overall, there is little communication and 
coordination regarding the security of existing US-VISIT systems 
between the US-VISIT Program Office, the DHS component Chief 
Information Officers (CIO), and program officials in CBP and 
ICE.  Though the position includes a significant oversight role, the 
US-VISIT CIO does not have the necessary authority over DHS 
component CIOs and program officials in CBP and ICE to ensure 
adequate security controls are implemented on the systems that 
will be integrated for the US-VISIT Program.  The US-VISIT CIO 
currently relies on the Information Systems Security Managers 
(ISSM) in ICE and CBP to ensure that the security controls for 
existing US-VISIT systems are adequate.  However, the CBP and 
ICE ISSMs report to their respective CIOs.  The US-VISIT CIO 
does not have the ability to direct the component ISSMs, CIOs, 
and program officials in CBP and ICE to inform the US-VISIT 
Program Office of the status of US-VISIT system security, which 
may hinder or limit the processes and mechanisms needed to 

                                                 
1 A MOU defines the responsibilities of the organizations involved in establishing, operating, and securing 
an interconnection between two computer systems.  The MOU is used to document business and legal 
requirements of an interconnection.  The following should also be considered in developing a MOU: 
aspects of behavior expected from users who will have access to the interconnection and the 
implementation of security controls to protect against intrusion, tampering, and viruses (among others), as 
necessary, to support business relations between the organizations. 
2 The purpose of an ISA is to support a separate MOU establishing the exchange of data between two 
organizations.  An ISA is a distinct security-related document that outlines the technical and security 
requirements for a system-to-system connection. 
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ensure that information security controls for the US-VISIT systems 
effectively protect  
US-VISIT data.  A coordinated effort is needed to achieve the 
long-term, comprehensive vision of a secure, integrated entry and 
exit program. 
 
We are recommending that the Assistant Secretary for Strategic 
Planning, Office of Policy, establish a formal structure for the 
oversight and management of the security for the US-VISIT 
Program.  We are also recommending that US-VISIT’s CIO be 
provided with the authority to oversee all elements, including the 
system security, of the future architecture of the US-VISIT 
Program.  An effective security management structure, the ---- ---  
---- - ------------------------ ------------------- - -------- - --  
-----------------  and the revision and development of MOUs and 
ISAs with US-VISIT participants are needed to attain a robust 
security posture for the US-VISIT Program. 
 
Fieldwork was conducted from January through June 2005 at the 
US-VISIT Program Office; Newington Data Center, Newington, 
VA; Rockville Data Center, Rockville, MD; several U.S.  
ports-of-entry (POE); and U.S. consulates ---------------------------  
----------------------- .  See Appendix A for our purpose, scope, and 
methodology.  Appendix C contains a detailed map of our 
fieldwork locations. 
 
In response to our draft report, Border and Transportation Security 
(BTS), the US-VISIT Program Office, and CBP management 
generally concurred with our findings and recommendations.  
Where appropriate, changes were made to more accurately present 
the issues in this report.  The integrated management response is 
summarized and evaluated in the body of this report and included, 
in its entirety, as Appendix B. 
 

Background 
 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service Data Management 
Improvement Act of 2000 mandated the creation of an automated 
entry and exit system that integrates electronic arrival and 
departure information for travelers who need a visa or passport to 
visit the U.S.3  In accordance with these requirements, the  

                                                 
3 Public Law 106-215. 
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US-VISIT Program was established and has become a top priority 
for DHS.  While the US-VISIT Program will facilitate the 
implementation of these requirements, it will help secure U.S. 
borders as well. 
 
Securing U.S. air, land, and sea borders is a difficult task.  The 
U.S. has more than 7,000 miles of land border with Canada and 
Mexico and 95,000 miles of shoreline.  Additionally, the U.S. has 
more than 300 air, land, and sea POEs, where travelers are 
inspected and required to enter and exit the U.S. in accordance 
with applicable laws and regulations.  Each year there are more 
than 500 million entries into the U.S. through those POEs; some 
330 million of those individuals entering are non-U.S. citizens.  
This volume is projected to rise steadily, intensifying the need to 
improve the U.S. government’s ability to manage its borders. 
 
US-VISIT Process 
 
The US-VISIT process begins overseas, at U.S. embassies and 
consulates, where individuals who want to travel to the U.S. apply 
for a visa.  The application process involves collecting biographic 
and biometric (two fingerprints and digital photo) information for 
the individual.  After filling out the required paperwork, a consular 
officer interviews the individual regarding the purpose of the visit, 
and the biographic and biometric information collected is checked 
against databases of known criminals and suspected terrorists. 
 
When a visitor arrives at the POE, travel documents, such as a 
passport and visa, are reviewed by a CBP officer, who asks 
specific questions regarding the visitor’s stay in the U.S.  Most 
visitors traveling on a visa will then have two fingerprints scanned 
by an inkless device and a digital photograph taken; these are the 
same biometrics collected when issuing the person a visa during 
the application process.  (See Appendix E for the US-VISIT entry 
procedures and Appendix G for a picture of the digital 
fingerprinting process.) 
 
In an effort to tighten security at the U.S. borders, the US-VISIT 
initiative involving the collection of biographic and biometric 
information from visitors assists CBP officers in making critical 
admissibility decisions.  With the use of biometrics, the 
verification process can go more quickly and be conducted with 
more certainty than by searching databases by name alone. 
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US-VISIT Timeline 
 
The US-VISIT Program was established to comply with the Data 
Management Improvement Act’s mandate to create an automated 
entry and exit system that integrates electronic arrival and 
departure information for travelers who need a visa or passport to 
enter the U.S.  The program, under the direction of the US-VISIT 
Program Office, is being implemented using a multi-layered 
approach to enhance border security.  This approach splits the 
implementation of the US-VISIT Program into four increments.  
(See Figure 1, Schedule for US-VISIT Increments) 
 
US-VISIT capabilities were first implemented at airports and 
seaports.  Then, these capabilities were extended to U.S. land 
POEs.  The long-term, comprehensive vision of a secure, 
integrated entry and exit program is not expected to be realized 
until some time in 2007. 
 

Figure 1 
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Systems Comprising US-VISIT’s Backbone 
 
The ADIS system associates biographical data on travelers who 
enter and exit the U.S., primarily through airport and seaport 
POEs.4  ADIS currently interfaces with passenger arrival and 
departure information in TECS.  ADIS performs a match or 
correlation operation to associate arrival and departure records for 
a particular traveler. 
 
The IDENT system performs three basic biometric operations:  
identification, verification, and enrollment.  Identification consists 
of searches of databases, such as the terrorist watch lists, to ensure 
that known or suspected terrorists are not admitted into the U.S.  In 
verification, the claimed identity of a foreign visitor is confirmed 
by comparing the biometrics of an individual with stored 
biometrics associated with a travel document, such as a passport or 
visa.  Enrollment “registers” passengers in the US-VISIT IDENT 
database.  IDENT passes required biographic data and fingerprint 
identification numbers, if any, to be used to perform necessary 
biometric checks; the same data is used by CBP officers, who 
“enroll” arriving passengers into the US-VISIT database.5

 
The TECS information system is used to identify individuals and 
businesses suspected of or involved in violation of federal law.  
TECS provides CBP officers with controlled access to large 
databases of law enforcement information. 
 
Data Flow 
 
When the consular offices capture foreign travelers’ biographic 
and biometric information before issuing a U.S. visa, that 
information is “enrolled” into the IDENT database and captured in 
the Department of State’s Consular Consolidated Database 
(CCD).6  If a visa is granted to the traveler, the biographical visa 
issuance data is transmitted to DHS’ passenger component of 
TECS, while the biometric data is transmitted to IDENT through 
the US-VISIT interface with CCD. 
 

                                                 
4 The exit process is in the piloting phase. 
5 Enrollment time averages about 30 seconds. 
6 Consular officers abroad oversee fingerprint enrollment of visa applicants with fingerprint scanners at the 
visa interview windows.  As soon as the fingerprints are captured, they are electronically sent, along with a 
digital photo of the applicant and biographic data, to CCD. 
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At U.S. POEs, CBP officers at either or both a primary and 
secondary “processing station” review foreign travelers’ visa 
information.  Computers with the appropriate software at these 
processing stations are connected to the systems and databases that 
comprise US-VISIT’s backbone.  The computer workstations are 
used to facilitate the data input and retrieval from the US-VISIT 
databases.  In addition to the primary and secondary stations, there 
are laptops, printers, routers, and switches specifically devoted to 
facilitate data flow from the POEs to the repositories (databases) at 
the Newington Data Center in Newington, VA.  Figure 2 below 
illustrates the current architecture for US-VISIT operations. 
 

Figure 2 
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Data on foreign travelers is entered into the systems (ADIS, 
IDENT, and TECS) that make up US-VISIT at each POE, whether 
it is an air, sea, or land port.  Currently, at the 50 busiest land ports, 
CBP officers use the -----------------------------------------------  
-------------- to capture biographic information from travel 
documents and biometric data from foreign visitors for enrollment 
in the US-VISIT Program.  The -- ------------------ -------  interacts 
directly with IDENT to facilitate the processing of travelers 
through the US-VISIT process at U.S. land ports.  This process 
consists of taking digital fingerscans of the traveler’s left and right 
index fingers, as well as a digital photograph of the traveler’s face.  
These biometrics along with the biographical information 
contained in the traveler’s passport or visa, are compared, and in 
some cases, entered into the US-VISIT Program if the traveler has 
not been processed through the program previously.  (Appendix F 
contains -------------- ----- - ---- ----------------------- --------- and 
explains what data is collected on Form I-94.) 
 

Results of Audit 
 

Existing Security Vulnerabilities Can Compromise 
Sensitive US-VISIT Data 

 
We determined whether the organizational components responsible 
for US-VISIT systems have implemented adequate security 
controls to protect the data from unauthorized access, use, 
disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction.  To make this 
determination, we conducted system security vulnerability scans of 
those workstations, servers, and databases solely dedicated to  
US-VISIT, as well as the associated network devices that 
facilitated access to US-VISIT systems, at Newington Data Center, 
Rockville Data Center, and POEs included in our audit.  In 
addition, we reviewed physical security controls at all audit 
locations, and interviewed system security and administration 
personnel regarding the user access controls implemented on  
US-VISIT systems. 
 
We used Internet Security Systems’ (ISS) Internet Scanner to 
conduct vulnerability scans at most of the audit locations we 
visited.7  We did not conduct vulnerability assessment scans at the 

                                                 
7 ISS Internet Scanner is a network vulnerability scanner that can be used to scan a pre-defined range of 
Internet Protocol addresses to identify hosts and selected vulnerabilities.  Templates are used to customize 
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Vancouver or Juarez Consulates, as those systems are owned by 
the Department of State.  ISS’ Database Scanner8 and Nessus 
Vulnerability Scanner9 were used to detect vulnerabilities on the 
ADIS and IDENT systems, which reside at the Rockville Data 
Center.  We evaluated physical access controls based on DHS’ 
Sensitive Systems Policy Directive 4300A and best practices. 
 
We determined that: 
 
1) “Backbone” US-VISIT systems have been certified and 

accredited. 
2) Configuration policies for all US-VISIT workstations are in 

place. 
3) The performance of the systems that comprise US-VISIT’s 

backbone is routinely monitored and evaluated. 
4) Adequate physical controls were present at the Newington, VA 

and Rockville, MD, data centers, as well as the six audit site 
locations we visited. 

 
System security vulnerabilities, however, were detected. 
 
The vulnerabilities identified were classified into high, medium, 
and low categories, based on the severity of the vulnerabilities and 
damage they could inflict on the systems.  These existing 
vulnerabilities can compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of sensitive US-VISIT data.  (See Appendix H for a 
summary of the numbers and severity of the system security 
vulnerabilities detected at each location.) 
 
For US-VISIT, we did not identify any significant vulnerabilities at 
the Newington Data Center.  However, the Newington Data Center 
----------------------------- --------------- -----------------------------------  
----------------------- ----- - ---------- -- - ---- --------  --------------- 
----------   Further, for US-VISIT at the Rockville Data Center, we 
identified vulnerabilities relating to -------------------------------------- 

                                                                                                                                                 
scan characteristics, allowing for the inclusion or exclusion of any vulnerability that the software is capable 
of testing for. 
8 ISS Database Scanner is a database vulnerability scanner that can be used to scan Microsoft SQL Server, 
Sybase, and Oracle databases for vulnerabilities.  It does not require the installation of code on target 
systems to scan databases; all that is required is Database Administrator-level network access to the 
database so that queries and scripts can be executed to perform the scan. 
9 Nessus Vulnerability Scanner is a security vulnerability product, similar to ISS Internet Scanner, but 
focuses on vulnerabilities related to Unix and Unix-based systems.  Nessus checks for over 1,200 
individual industry known vulnerabilities. 
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-------------- --------- ------------- -- - --- ------------ --------------------- 
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----- 
--------------------------------------- -- 
 
Many of the vulnerabilities identified at the POE locations were 
related to --------------------- -------------------------   Other 
vulnerabilities fell into two groups:  ------------------- - -------- - --  
-------------- - -------- - ---   The security posture of US-VISIT 
operations at the POEs relies heavily on security management at 
the Newington Data Center.10  Most of the local area networks at 
POEs are owned by CBP and connected to CBP’s wide area 
network.11  Therefore, the system administrators at the Newington 
Data Center can only remedy many of the vulnerabilities at the 
POEs.  A lack of communication between the Newington Data 
Center and the local system administrators at the POEs is a major 
factor and an underlying reason as to why a majority of the 
vulnerabilities existed at the POEs.  Figure 3 shows examples of 
high and medium vulnerabilities identified and prevalent at more 
than one of the POE locations scanned. 
 
In addition to the security assessment scans, we conducted wireless 
scans at the POEs----------------- --- ------------------------------ ------  
--------------------------- .  Overall, no authorized or unauthorized 
wireless access points were identified; however, multiple wireless 
signals were identified from surrounding businesses.  Furthermore, 
at one of the locations, the point of origin of a wireless access point 
could not be identified.  We suggested that further investigation be 
performed at this location to identify the origin of the access point 
and determine whether it poses any security threat to US-VISIT 
operations. 

                                                 
10 Newington Data Center-----  -- ----- ---- --- --- - - ---- - - - - - ------ ---- -  - -------------------------- ------ -------  
-- - -------- - --  --- -- --- ----- - ---- - ---- -- --- -- - -- --- ------ - ---- -- ---  - - --- -- - --  - ---  -  --- -- - -  - ---- - -------- - --   
11 Some of the workstations used for US-VISIT operations at one of the POEs were connected to servers 
owned and administered by ICE.  This hardware was previously owned and operated by the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service prior to being transferred to DHS.  A process is in place to turn the 
administration of all US-VISIT operations at those POEs over to CBP. 
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Figure 3 
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We discussed our findings with US-VISIT personnel at each of the 
audit locations assessed.  We also provided the site system 
administrators with the technical vulnerability reports so that they 
could begin addressing the vulnerabilities identified.  Additionally, 
we provided CBP’s ISSM with the results from each of the POEs 
assessed so that the system administrators at the Newington Data 
Center could begin addressing vulnerabilities that could not be 
remedied by the local administrators. 
 
Recommendation 
 
We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Strategic Planning, 
Office of Policy, direct CBP’s CIO to: 
 

1. Ensure that CBP’s ISSM follows up with the local system 
administrators at the POEs to ensure that the security 
vulnerabilities identified for the US-VISIT systems are 
remediated. 

 
Management Comments and OIG Analysis 

 
Both the US-VISIT Program Office and CBP management 
concurred with this recommendation.  Based on the vulnerability 
scanning results, the US-VISIT Program Office will 
independently determine whether US-VISIT information or assets 
are at risk.  CBP Technology Operations will organize a team of 
local administrators to generate a plan for the recommendation of 
identified POE vulnerabilities and for addressing subsequently 
identified vulnerabilities by March 31, 2006. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office and CBP management’s 
responses to this recommendation. 
 

FISMA Issues Need To Be Addressed 
 

In addition to our system security vulnerability scans, we 
determined whether US-VISIT’s backbone systems, databases, and 
networks complied with FISMA requirements.  FISMA requires an 
annual evaluation of agency information programs and systems, as 
well as an assessment of related security policies and procedures.  
An agency’s security program should provide security for the 
information and the information systems that support the 
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operations and assets of the agency, including those managed by 
another agency, contractor, or other source. 
 
Based upon our analysis of the security documentation for the 
systems that comprise US-VISIT’s backbone, we identified the 
following deficiencies as they directly relate to FISMA: 
 
• Neither MOUs nor ISAs have been established between CBP 

and ICE, or with the US-VISIT Program Office, to govern the 
connection of the systems owned by these organizations.  
Organizations that own and operate information technology 
systems that will be connected should develop an ISA to 
document the technical requirements of the interconnection to 
support a MOU that establishes the requirements for data 
exchange between the organizations. 

 
• A MOU developed between DHS and the Department of State 

does not document the terms and conditions for the sharing of 
data and information resources in a secure manner, specify the 
expected behavior from users who will have access to the 
interconnection, or contain a reference to the specific security 
requirements in the ISA.  Additionally, neither the MOU nor 
the ISA were signed by the US-VISIT CIO prior to connecting 
with US-VISIT systems.  Both MOUs and ISA should be 
submitted to the appropriate Designated Accrediting Authority 
(DAA) for each organization for approval before the 
interconnection should be declared operational.12  As the DAA 
for the US-VISIT Program, the US-VISIT CIO should formally 
approve the MOU and ISA between the Department of State 
and ICE. 

 
• MOUs for accessing the systems containing US-VISIT data 

have not been developed between DHS and other key agencies, 
such as the Department of Transportation, that may connect to 
US-VISIT systems.  (Appendix D contains a list of key 
agencies participating in US-VISIT.) 

 
12 The DAA is a senior government official with the authority to assume responsibility for operating an 
information technology system at an acceptable level of risk using prescribed set of safeguards.  The DAA 
is normally the individual who controls the operation of a system and who also influences personnel 
assignments, system budgets, and system maintenance.  Therefore, the DAA is in the position to redirect 
resources as necessary in order to remedy security deficiencies.  A DAA can be responsible for more than 
one general support system or major application. 
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• Although the certification and accreditation letters were current 
for TECS, ISAs for the exchange of TECS information 
between CBP and non-DHS organizations have expired.  One 
of the ISAs expired in January 2003.  Organizations should 
review the security controls for interconnections at least 
annually, or whenever a system change occurs, to ensure that 
the controls are operating properly and are providing 
appropriate levels of protection. 

 
• While system security plans had been developed for  

US-VISIT’s backbone systems, only TECS contained 
documentation that it had been reviewed and approved.  After 
making numerous requests for signed copies of both the ADIS 
and IDENT security plans, ICE personnel were not able to 
provide them.  Therefore, we could not determine whether key 
management and program personnel from ADIS and IDENT 
approved the security plans. 

 
We also determined that information security controls, including 
physical access controls, have been implemented and are operating 
effectively on the systems that comprise US-VISIT’s backbone.  
For example, we noted the following: 
 
• Adequate physical security controls have been implemented at 

the POEs and data centers visited.  We observed CBP officers 
displaying their photo identification at all times; entrance 
barriers and fences were in place to prevent unauthorized entry 
into the facilities; and, in some locations, closed-circuit 
televisions had been installed to monitor the POE’s perimeter 
and interior. 

 
• The network performance of the ADIS, IDENT, and TECS 

system is routinely monitored.  Automated tools are used to 
monitor and evaluate system and network performance and any 
changes that would be needed for improvement. 

 
• Configuration management policies and procedures have been 

established for ADIS, IDENT, and TECS to ensure that only 
authorized system and security changes are implemented.  For 
each system, a formal system change request must be 
submitted and approved by management before the change can 
be implemented. 
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Recommendations 
 
We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Strategic Planning, 
Office of Policy, direct the US-VISIT Program Office to: 
 

2. Establish MOUs and ISAs between CBP, ICE, and the  
US-VISIT Program Office for the interconnections to the 
US-VISIT backbone systems. 

 
3. Revise the MOU with the Department of State to ensure 

that it defines the responsibilities for establishing, 
operating, and securing the interconnection between  
US-VISIT and the Department of State’s systems.  
Additionally, the US-VISIT CIO should formally approve 
the MOU and ISA with the Department of State. 

 
4. Establish MOUs with key US-VISIT participants to ensure 

that security requirements are documented and agreed to 
before non-DHS systems are connected to US-VISIT’s 
backbone. 

 
5. Ensure that ISAs for the systems comprising US-VISIT’s 

backbone and external organizations are current and 
formally approved by the US-VISIT CIO. 

 
Management Comments and OIG Analysis 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office concurred with  
recommendation 2.  As a matter of best practices, the US-VISIT 
Program Office agreed that formal recognition of security 
agreements should be established between any two organizations 
in exchange for data, and will ensure that the appropriate 
documentation is developed.  Because the US-VISIT Program 
Office is not the system owner for TECS, the appropriate 
signatories for connections between TECS and other systems are 
the DAAs for those organizations.  The US-VISIT Program 
Office will ensure that program security requirements are 
appropriately enumerated in these documents. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response to develop 
the appropriate documentation to support security agreements 
between DHS and other organizations for the exchange of  
US-VISIT related data and the assurance that the appropriate 
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requirements will be incorporated into such agreements in 
exchange for TECS data. 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office partially concurred with 
recommendation 3.  The Program Office responded that the 
current ISA between ICE and the Department of State outlines the 
security that is in place and agreed upon between the two 
agencies.  The MOU will be reviewed and revised to ensure that it 
properly references the existing US-VISIT/Department of State 
ISA. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response to review 
and revise the MOU with the Department of State to ensure that it 
properly references the existing ISA between ICE and the 
Department of State for IDENT.  However, we continue to 
recommend that the US-VISIT CIO formally approve the  
US-VISIT/Department of State ISA prior to referencing it in the 
MOU and also formally approve the MOU. 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office partially concurred with 
recommendation 4.  As previously mentioned, the Program Office 
responded that all external connections to the US-VISIT backbone 
are documented in appropriate ISAs. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response that all 
current external connections to the US-VISIT backbone systems 
are documented in appropriate ISAs.  We recommend that, in the 
future, the US-VISIT Program Office continue to ensure that 
MOUs are established and security requirements are agreed upon 
with external agencies prior to connecting non-DHS systems to 
the US-VISIT backbone. 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office concurred with recommendation 5 
in regard to connections to external agencies, and agreed to ensure 
that all external connections are documented in appropriate ISAs.  
Additionally, although current DHS policy does not require ISAs 
for systems that interconnect within DHS, the US-VISIT Program 
Office recognized the need to formally address and document 
security requirements surrounding the exchange of data as a 
matter of best practices. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response to address 
and document security requirements in ISAs with agencies both 
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within and external to DHS regarding the exchange of US-VISIT 
data. 
 

The Current Program Management Structure Increases 
US-VISIT Security Risks 

 
There is little communication or coordination regarding the 
security of existing US-VISIT systems between and among the 
US-VISIT Program Office, the DHS component CIOs, and 
program officials in CBP and ICE.  For example, the US-VISIT 
CIO was unaware of the results of a November/December 2004 
security risk assessment of four field offices in the Miami area 
conducted by CBP’s Information Systems Security Branch.  
Additionally, because neither CBP nor ICE management reported 
or discussed the results of the system security assessments that we 
conducted with the US-VISIT Program Office, US-VISIT’s CIO 
did not know what vulnerabilities we had detected at the 
Newington Data Center, Rockville Data Center, and the POEs.  As 
a result, the US-VISIT CIO lacked an overall awareness of the 
current security posture of the US-VISIT Program or the 
vulnerabilities that exist with the legacy CBP and ICE systems that 
comprise the US-VISIT Program. 
 
The US-VISIT CIO has a significant oversight role in the 
implementation of the US-VISIT Program, which includes serving 
as the DAA for the US-VISIT Program.  As the DAA, the  
US-VISIT CIO is responsible for assuming security risks 
associated with the US-VISIT systems.  With a staff of only 17 full 
time employees, the US-VISIT CIO currently relies on the ISSMs 
in CBP and ICE to ensure that the controls of US-VISIT systems 
are adequate, but they do not directly report to him.  Additionally: 
 
• There is no clear accountability of ownership for both the 

ADIS and IDENT systems.  In February 2005, the former 
Under Secretary, BTS, signed a memorandum transferring the 
ownership of ADIS to the US-VISIT Program Office (IDENT 
was previously moved to the Program Office).  However, as of 
May 2005, US-VISIT personnel, including the CIO, were still 
unclear as to who actually owned, and thus was responsible for 
securing these systems. 
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• The US-VISIT CIO lacks any authority with other DHS 
component CIOs and program officials in CBP and ICE to 
guide them in assuring adequate security controls are 
implemented on the legacy systems that make up US-VISIT’s 
backbone.  Furthermore, US-VISIT’s CIO does not have the 
authority over the ISSMs or system owners in CBP or ICE to 
ensure that system vulnerabilities are remediated. 

 
DHS’ Sensitive Systems Policy Directive 4300A requires that 
component CIOs establish and oversee the information technology 
security program within their organizational component.  
Specifically, component CIOs must ensure that an ISSM has been 
appointed.  CIOs should also make certain that the ISSM works 
closely with program officials to ensure a complete understanding 
of risks, especially the increased security risks resulting from the 
interconnectivity with other programs and systems over which the 
CIO may have little or no control. 
 
Ultimately, the CIOs and program officials are accountable for the 
security of the information systems in compliance with FISMA.  
However, DHS has not established guidelines to support multiple 
owners and users of systems or data, making it difficult for the  
US-VISIT CIO to report on the security of the US-VISIT systems 
in compliance with the FISMA requirements.  Additionally, the 
US-VISIT CIO does not have the authority to direct the component 
ISSMs, CIOs, and program officials in CBP and ICE to report to 
the US-VISIT Program Office on the status of US-VISIT system 
security, which may hinder or limit the processes and mechanisms 
needed to ensure that information security controls for the  
US-VISIT systems effectively protect US-VISIT data.  A 
coordinated effort is needed to strengthen security management 
controls and achieve the long-term, comprehensive vision of 
having a secure, integrated entry and exit program. 
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Recommendations 
 
We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Strategic Planning, 
Office of Policy: 
 

6. Establish a formal structure for the oversight and 
management of the security for the US-VISIT Program. 

 
7. Provide US-VISIT’s CIO with sufficient authority to 

oversee all elements, including the system security, of the 
future architecture of the US-VISIT Program. 

 
Management Comments and OIG Analysis 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office partially concurred with 
recommendation 6, but disagreed with the finding that there is 
little communication or coordination regarding the security of  
US-VISIT systems.  The Program Office agreed that a formal 
structure for the oversight and management of the security for 
US-VISIT is needed.  However, as documented in the response to 
the recommendation and additional comments, the US-VISIT 
Program Office stated that it has been actively engaged in 
providing oversight and management by establishing security 
working groups, creating a formal US-VISIT life-cycle 
development plan and the oversight of the system assurance 
testing of the plan, and developing a security strategy within the 
blueprint being crafted as a guide for future development efforts. 
 
The Program Office also noted that US-VISIT program functions 
are implemented via systems, owned and operated by CBP and 
ICE, that are modified or enhanced according to the functional 
and security requirements developed by the US-VISIT Program 
Office.  As such, technical solutions meeting these requirements 
are often developed, in concert, or at a minimum in consultation, 
with the other organizations.  Furthermore, the Program Office 
initiated regular security team meetings, attended by the security 
principals from each organization, to discuss a wide range of 
security issues.  While these meetings are essentially conducted 
“worker to worker” and may not always have high visibility, they 
nonetheless directly and positively impact the security posture of 
the systems comprising US-VISIT. 
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We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response; however, 
we continue to recommend that the Program Office develop a 
formal structure to oversee and manage the security of the current 
legacy systems that comprise the US-VISIT backbone.  During a 
meeting in May 2005, the US-VISIT CIO agreed that there is little 
communication or coordination among the components (CBP and 
ICE), the US-VISIT Program Office, and POE personnel 
regarding the existing structure and security vulnerabilities 
associated with the main, legacy systems that comprise US-
VISIT.  During our audit, we observed that Program Office efforts 
are focused on the security of the future US-VISIT program, 
while the US-VISIT CIO relied upon the oversight and 
management of the CBP and ICE ISSMs to ensure that current 
system security controls are effectively protecting US-VISIT data.  
Additionally, based upon our audit site visits, we determined that 
the system administrators at the POEs have little control over the 
implementation of security controls or remediation of security 
weaknesses associated with US-VISIT systems. 
 
The US-VISIT Program Office concurred with recommendation 7 
to provide the US-VISIT CIO with additional authority over the 
future architecture of US-VISIT. 
 
We accept the US-VISIT Program Office’s response; however, 
there should be formal documentation outlining the role and 
authority of the US-VISIT CIO with regard to the future 
architecture of the US-VISIT Program. 
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Purpose, Scope, and Methodology 
 

The overall objective of this audit was to determine whether 
adequate system security controls have been implemented on  
US-VISIT systems to protect sensitive and biometric data from 
unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or 
destruction.  Specifically, we evaluated whether (1) controls have 
been implemented to effectively manage access to US-VISIT 
systems and protect the data contained on those systems; (2) the 
US-VISIT Program Office and organizational components have 
implemented adequate access controls to protect data from 
unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or 
destruction; and (3) US-VISIT systems comply with FISMA 
requirements. 
 
To identify whether controls had been implemented to manage 
access to US-VISIT systems, we analyzed documents provided by 
US-VISIT personnel including:  concepts of operations for 
Increments 1 and 2B, system administrator and password issuance 
user manuals; interface control documents, MOUs; ISAs; TECS’ 
configuration management plan; ICE’s Enterprise Systems 
Assurance Plan; audit trails; change control policies; and system 
change requests.  Also, we reviewed DHS and National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) policies and procedures; the 
Federal Information Systems Controls Audit Manual; and Office of 
Management and Budget requirements.  In addition, we 
interviewed US-VISIT Program Office officials, the CBP and ICE 
ISSMs, system administrators and management officials at the 
POEs, and personnel at U.S. Consulates ---------------------------  
----------------------- .  Furthermore, we attended a demonstration of 
CCD at the Department of State in Washington, DC and observed 
the visa issuance process at two U.S. Consulates. 
 
In determining whether the US-VISIT Program Office and 
organizational components coordinated, established, and 
implemented adequate access controls, we used two software tools 
to conduct security vulnerability assessment scans on CBP and 
ICE systems, databases, and networks that make up the US-VISIT 
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backbone.13  Only those components (servers, workstations, 
routers and switches, Intrusion Detection Systems, firewalls, anti-
virus tools, and other network devices) specifically designated to 
support  
US-VISIT were scanned.  We did not assess the security 
vulnerabilities of the mainframe system at Newington Data Center, 
nor did we evaluate the security of the CBP or ICE networks.   
US-VISIT system components were evaluated against a set of 
objective questions based on DHS and NIST guidance and criteria.  
Our testing methodology consisted of a standards-based 
vulnerability assessment and security controls review designed to 
imitate real-world information security testing in a controlled 
manner.  Also, we conducted wireless scans at the POEs located in 
----------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------  
-------------  to identify any authorized and unauthorized wireless 
access points.  Additionally, we evaluated physical access security 
controls at the locations visited. 
 
To assess whether US-VISIT systems complied with the FISMA 
requirements, we reviewed DHS and NIST guidance, as well as 
Federal Information Processing Standards 199.  We also analyzed 
documents provided by US-VISIT, CBP and ICE personnel, 
including systems certification and accreditation packages; risk 
assessments; system security plans; Federal Information 
Processing Standards 199 assessments; self-assessments; and 
contingency plans.  We also identified whether security costs were 
integrated into each life cycle increment for the US-VISIT 
backbone systems, and whether Plans of Actions and Milestones 
had been developed for ADIS, IDENT, and TECS.  We 
interviewed CBP and ICE personnel regarding security awareness 
and specialized training. 
 
We conducted fieldwork at the US-VISIT Program Office in 
Arlington, VA, and the following locations: 

                                                 
13 ISS Internet Scanner, version 7.0, was used to conduct scans of servers, computer workstations, printers, 
and other network devices specifically dedicated to US-VISIT operations for vulnerabilities.  Nessus 
Vulnerability Scanner, version 2.2.4, was used to scan the ADIS and IDENT operating systems. 
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Location 
 

Airport 
Land 
Port 

 
Seaport 

Data 
Center 

U.S. 
Consulate 

-----------  
--------- 

 X    

---------  
---------  

    X 

--------  
---------  

X  X   

Newington, 
Virginia 

   X  

------ - --------- , 
------------- 

 X    

Rockville, 
Maryland 

   X  

--------------------  
------------- 

X     

----------- 
--------------- --- 

X  X   

----------- ---  
----------- 

X    X 

 
We chose the specific audit locations based on geographic 
location, to ensure coverage for perimeter of the U.S. borders, and 
ranking for busiest POEs.  We conducted our audit from January 
2005 through June 2005 under the authority of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as amended, and according to generally 
accepted government auditing standards.  Major OIG contributors 
to the audit are identified in Appendix I. 
 
The principal OIG points of contact for the audit are Frank Deffer, 
Assistant Inspector General for Information Technology Audit, at 
(202) 254-4100, and Edward G. Coleman, Director, Information 
Security Audit Division, at (202) 254-5444. 

                                                 
--- ---- ------- -- - ----- - --- ------ -  ---- - -- -- -- --- - - - ------ ----- -- ------ ---- - --- -- -------------- --------- - ----- - - - -  
----- - - -- --------------------- ---  ------ -- - --- --- -- ---- ------ - - ------- ----- ------------ ---  ----- -------- ----------- -- 
-------------- ---- 
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Appendix C 
Map of US-VISIT Site Visits 
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Appendix D 
Key US-VISIT Participants 
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Appendix E 
US-VISIT Entry Procedures 
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15

 
15 Foreign nationals traveling on non-immigrant visas are issued Form I-94, Arrival/Departure Record.  This form shows the 
traveler’s date of arrival, POE, and date the authorized period of admission expires.  Non-immigrant travelers issued an I-94 
are enrolled in the US-VISIT Program during the primary inspection process at airports and seaports.  At land ports, 
non-immigrant travelers are enrolled in the US-VISIT Program during the secondary inspection process. 
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Source:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2006/dhs.html

 
 

 



 
Appendix H 
Summary of System Security Vulnerabilities By Location 
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Summary of System Security Vulnerabilities By Location 
 
     
 Severity of Vulnerability  
Location High Medium Low Total 
--------------   6 2 1 9 
------- -----  3 2 18 23 
-- -----------------  0 0 2 2 
-- ----------- --------  0 0 3 3 
------------------ 8 9 12 29 
----------------------  0 0 1 1 
------------ --   14 6 11 31 
-----------------------  5 1 3 9 
Totals 36 20 51 107 
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Information Security Audit Division
Edward G. Coleman, Director  
Barbara Bartuska, Audit Manager  
Chelsea Pickens, Senior Information Technology Auditor 
Scott Binder, Information Technology Auditor  
Pedro Calderon, Information Technology Auditor 
William Matthews, Information Technology Auditor 
Jason Bakelar, Referencer 
Karen Nelson, Referencer 
 
Advanced Technology Division 
Jim Lantzy, Director 
Michael Goodman, Security Engineer 
Karyn Higa, Information Assurance Computer Engineer (Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command) 
Lane Melton, Senior Security Engineer 
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